Blended learning for Rabbit class
Term 6
Summer time is our theme this term.

If your child has to self-isolate here are some home learning ideas. I will keep in touch with you via
DoJo to support your child’s learning. Please use Spelling Shed for phonic games.
Speaking and listening.
How do we know it is summer time?
How many words can you think of which mean warm or hot?
Listen for one minute outside, what sounds can you hear that tell you that it is summer?
Look for signs of summer, butterflies, bees and flowers growing are a starting point.
Phonics and reading
Phonics Power Points will be shared with you. These provide reading and writing skills. Please read
each day with your child.
Click here to access lots of videos of stories being read and ideas for sharing stories.
Click here to access a free library of phonic books.
Writing
We focus on writing sentences this term. There are examples of these on the phonics slides. Using a
simple sentence starter like in summer I can see. I can hear … I like. will support your child to build up
their sentences.
Maths
Number
This term we continue to learn to count 20 and back. We learn that doubling is adding the same
number to the first number. Look for pairs of objects in your home as this supports children’s
understanding of this skill.
You could also draw ladybirds or butterflies and your child adds doubles to the body shape.
We learn to subtract by taking away a number less than 10 from 10. Use any objects you have at home
to count out a set to 10, take away a number from that set and say how many are left.

Click here to access short interactive videos which will support your child’s retrieval and learning in
maths.
Shape.
This term we learn how to talk about the properties of 3d shapes, for example how many sides and
faces they have. Building with Lego or similar construction will support your child to develop this skill.
Art
This term we teach children about tones in colour mixing. So, we could look outside for different tones
of green, for example and talk about how they are all green but a slightly different tone.
Then we use this skill to paint some of Monet’s work.
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When reading The Three Billy Goats Gruff we build bridges, finding out how to make them stable and
strong.
Religious Education
We learn about how to care for our natural world, removing litter, watering plants, looking after animals.
Talk to your child about their favourite outside space or their favourite animal.
PSHE
This term we encourage the children to think about what they have achieved this year. Ask your child to
think about what they can do now, which they could not do in September.
Science
We talk about why and how plants grow. Try planting a seed in a cupboard and talk to your child about
why it isn’t growing.
Drawing and labelling the parts of plants and life cycle is a good activity.
If possible, planting a seed or cress helps your child to understand growth.
If your child is self-isolating and you need any support with home learning, please contact me.

